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This is a book of the word sketches and poems/songs specially tailored for 12 north node signs
in great depth by artistic style of understanding one's soul: : Why we are here, how we should
proceed with this life, what is the right new direction, and most importantly, who we truly are and
where we are going to. Each short book of a single north node sign contains 16-22 pages for a
quick read. It does not take much time, but thought-provoking enough to ponder and reflect.
Think it over, taste the deep meanings between lines and feel it. Let vision and inspiration jump
into your heart randomly and wait for a long searched AHA moment, instantly feel liberated and
fully charged with new energy! It will be the greatest reward for me to create the books like this
with ALL my heart. This book is not only for yourself, but also for your love, and all the people
you care about. You will find the clear contour of their souls, the deepest rooted problem of your
interactions with them. You can catch the bliss when you know all the pains are just due to the
difference in various life lessons based on North Node Sign, the most crucial sign in the map of
our road of life.
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2004PreamblesCongratulation! Dearest one, you are the precious few selected by the Universe
to receive the most creative version of North Node Book!I wrote this book:On the theme that we
choose to stay for the purpose of taking leave in our life;It is the rule about negation, about the
law of the negation of negation;We finally learned to affirm our real existence through various
tests of self-negations;We finally got to know what the truth is via inevitable disillusions.The
astrology of north node is all about the true color of your soul. It unlocks the thorniest secret of
troubles and confusions in our relationships and self-doubts.We are all very sick in soul. We look
so stupid and stubborn in each other’s eyes when we do not understand why something really
simple can be so harsh for others to get stuck time and time again! If only we could travel
through time and space to take a bird’s eye view of previous lives with the song of souls of north
node signs, we would empathize with each other on everything.We suffer, because we live in the
darkness of biased view, for which we could not see the whole face of the world. It is the
enlightenment that I intend to bring to you, to shed light on the very causes of the sickness in our
souls.Each of us carries different soul mission in this lifetime. We are sent to different
environments, families, groups of friends and encounters. We all get different screen scripts of
life.If you came to learn self-reliance and self-actualization, then you are more than likely to
encounter a blunt and backward environment. All that surrounds you will make you disappointed.
What you could rely on is self. Even the closest person in your life will isolate you in the crucial
moments.If you came to learn cooperation, then your life will be filled with many people once the
prelude of your life starts. Every day, you have to face cooperation because your life is
intertwined with theirs, sooner or later. It has never been so easy for you to find your spouse as
the key of marriage is cooperation.If you came to learn and feel for the emotions of people, then
you will go through numerous times of mental collapses because an apathetic soul is incapable
to feel emotional happiness. No matter how many successes you gained in career, your true
sense of happiness can never be effectively activated without significant emotional
transformation.If you came to learn to manage disorders in life, then you will encounter all types
of messes. Nobody could help you figure out. You will definitely rely on yourself to explore the
much less travelled roads of life.If you came to acquire self-love, then you will go through scenes
of betrayal and deserting one by one. The universe is repeatedly reminding you that the soul



who does not love self is doomed to be despised and overlooked.If you came to learn how to
face life in rational way, then you will involuntarily sink into emotional tempest suffering torments
and feelings of abuses without avail. You have to acknowledge that life is teaching you to
become calm and enduring before you could pass the rite of life.All our pains and hardships are
serving as an restraining order to stop, to turn around, to come to realize, to wake up to truth,
when there is still time for everything, when life has not faded away, when the hope for the great
transformation of our soul is still possible.So, take your soul home. When you experience agony
and frustration, it is because your heart has lost its way. As long as you tread upon the path
chartered by the universe for you, all the knotty and tricky issues will be resolved smoothly.A
book series of souls going home: this book is not only for yourself, but for your love and all the
people you care about! It is composed of three parts. The part of sketch of soul and poems are
voices of soul and heart. Each short book of north node sign only contains 20 pages or so. It will
not take much time for you to read but thought-provoking enough to ponder and reflect. Think it
over, taste the deep meanings between lines and feel it. Let vision and inspiration jump into your
heart randomly and wait for a long searched aha moment, then instantly feel liberated and fully
charged with new energy -It will be the greatest reward for me to create this type of books with
ALL my heart!The Song of SoulsYour North Node Sign, Your Inner Most Pain and Your Magic
CurePreludeDo you really recognize your soul wrapped by your earthly physical body? Have you
ever felt the unnamable pains that stretch your innermost heart string but at the same time give
you a surprising wave of ecstasy if you happen to direct that energy in certain right direction? We
all get a unique soul map to work out, like a labyrinth in this lifetime, which sooner or later would
lead us to the very thing that is called “fate” on the Earth. Our north node sign describes the keys
to our soul mission in this lifetime, which is not about the law of attraction, but the law of paradox
in this universe.A song to all north node signs:The unnamable pain is my soulWho could cure?
When tossed out by lifebewildered by dilemma in the wildnessWhen walk in the jungles of
foreign planetBabble the words no one understands
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